The European University alliance proposal

101089749 - NEOLAiA - Young universities empowering regionally rooted European talents

submitted under the Erasmus+ call


Following evaluation involving an international panel of independent experts,

was recognised as a high quality* proposal in a highly competitive evaluation process

but could not receive funding due to budgetary constraints and is therefore recommended by the European Commission for funding by other sources.

This proposal for a new European University alliance has the potential to deepen the institutional cooperation between the involved higher education institutions and to actively contribute to the realisation of the European Education Area by 2025, in synergy with the European Research Area. The proposal has the potential to mobilise where appropriate the four missions of higher education institutions (education, research, innovation and service to society), to promote common European values, to strengthen European identity, and to enhance the quality, performance, attractiveness and international competitiveness of European higher education sector.

Mariya Gabriel
European Commissioner for Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and Youth

* The proposal scored above 80 points in the evaluation process.
Full members:

**Coordinator:**
**Universidad de Jaen**
Campus Las Lagunillas Sn
Edificio B1 Vicerrec – Jaen – 23071 – Spain

**Universitaet Bielefeld**
Universitaetstrasse 25 – Bielefeld – 33615 – Germany

**Ostravská univerzita**
Dvorakova 7 – Ostrava – 701 03 Czechia

**Universitatea Stefan Cel Mare Din Suceava**
Strada University 13 – Suceava – 720229 – Romania

**Šiaulių valstybinė kolegija**
Ausros al. 40 – Siaulia – LT – 76241 – Lithuania

**Università degli Studi di Salerno**
Via Giovanni Paolo II 132 – Fisciano SA – 84084 - Italy

**Örebro University**
Fakultetsgatan 1 – Örebro – 70182 - Sweden

**Université de Tours**
rue du Plat d’Etain 60 – Tours – 37020 – France

**EDEX – Educational Excellence Corporation Limited**
Makedonitisas Avenue 46 – Nicosia – 1700 - Cyprus